Abstract: A Quantum Genetic Based Scheduling Algorithm (QGBSA) for stochastic flow shop scheduling with random breakdown and random repair time is proposed in this paper, which combines stochastic programming and stochastic simulation theory, quantum compute and genetic algorithm together. In the QGBSA, the Q-bit based representation in discrete 0-1 hyperspace is employed, which is then converted into decimal scheduling code, and quantum gate is used to update the current generation. Meanwhile, catastrophe operator is added to avoid premature. In order to improve the effectiveness of scheduling scheme, the stochastic programming theory is used to set up a stochastic flow shop scheduling model without breakdown. Then we consider two different working modes-preemptive-resume and preemptiverepeat under breakdown. The former processes the rest part of interrupted job while the later reprocesses the interrupted job. Under each working mode, the situations where breakdown happened at any time or at machine's life-span time were discussed. Finally, compared with traditional Genetic Algorithm (GA), computational results show the feasibility and effectiveness of QGBSA policy.
INTRODUCTION
Flow shop scheduling problem with strong engineering background is an important optimization problem, which is of the difficulties such as inaccurate estimation of optimization objective and NP-hardness. Meanwhile, there are many uncertainties in process industry such as machine breakdown, operator-stock condition, changes in availability date and latest completion times; we must consider them to ensure the production running successfully. See (Xingsheng Gu, 2000) . Commonly, the processing time of jobs are known in advance only with uncertainty. At present, basic methods for solving scheduling problem with uncertain processing time are stochastic programming, fuzzy programming, rough sets, etc. If the processing time of each job is initially described in terms of a probability distribution, then we call such problem as stochastic scheduling, which could be solved by stochastic programming. Moreover, the machines are not always available and breakdowns can happen at any time. So considering random breakdowns is more realistic. Generally, the machine's repairing time is fixed, but here we let it obey random distributions.
This stochastic model is much more realistic than deterministic models while expressing real world problems. By means of the stochastic model, it becomes much easier to meet the demands of large projects in the face of uncertainty in the initial project parameters. Unfortunately, stochastic scheduling problems tend to be far more difficult to deal with from both a theoretical and computational point of view than their deterministic counterparts. So we use stochastic programming to set up stochastic model, and employ stochastic simulation to achieve stochastic sampling.
In the literature research of stochastic flow shop scheduling problem with breakdowns, many different approaches have been applied and a rich harvest have been obtained, such as heuristic arithmetic, Genetic Algorithm, etc, see (Allaoui, H. and Artiba, A. 2004; Li, Su-Fen et al., 2005) . A detailed review of scheduling in a flow shop with breakdowns is given by M. Gourgand et al. (2000) . Meanwhile, ALLAHVERDI A, et al. (1995) also give some research results concerning flow shop with stochastic breakdown. Besides, ALCAIDE D et al. (2002) propose an approach to converts breakdowns scheduling problems into a series of problems without breakdowns.
Recently, quantum evolution, burgeon of computing theory, comes into being, which is also a combined product of quantum physics and computer science. As we all known, evolution algorithm simulates heuristic searching based on nature species' evolution. Quantum evolution algorithm, combing quantum system's adding character and parallel character, could improve the efficiency of algorithm. So far, many efforts on quantum computer have been paid due to its superiority to classical computer for various specialized problems. As a novel evolutionary method, Quantum evolution Algorithm has gained much attention and application for both function and combinatorial problems, but there is little research on stochastic scheduling. 
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
When the stochastic breakdown is added into the problem, the solving method can be described as follows.
Woking mode 1 (preemptive-resume model): After repairing, the rest part of job being interrupted by breakdown will be processed.
Woking mode 1 contains two cases as follows.
Case 1: Breakdown can happen at any time.
The expected time when breakdown occurs on machine is: i The expected completing time of job can be calculated as follow: In this case, breakdown only happens at EB time. So the expected value of breakdown time on machine is its lifespan time.
i
The expected completing time of job can be calculated as following:
j Without loss of generality, we suppose EB to be the breakdown of machine i , and denote by Q the last job before EB.
If E M EB and E N EB E c E st E p E r end if
Woking mode 2 (preemptive-repeat model): After repairing, the job being interrupted by breakdown will be reprocessed.
In the same way, breakdown may happen at time EA or time EB. The expected completing time of job can be calculated as follows: j Case 3: Breakdown can happen at any time. 
If E M EB and E N EB E c EB E p E r end if
In the QGBSA, Q-bit based representation is employed for exploration in discrete 0-1 hyperspace by using updating operator of quantum gate as well as genetic operators of Q-bit. Meanwhile, the Q-bit representation is converted to random key representation, which is then transferred to job permutation for objective evaluation (Li, Bin-Bin et al., 2007) .
Basic quantum compute
Before we introduced the QGBSA, let's briefly review the basic knowledge of quantum compute.
Quantum compute uses quantum bit as information unit. The advantage of quantum bit is when there are two quantum bit, it can stay in adding states of four state 00,01,10,11.
The state of a Q-bit can be represented as follows: 0 , where α and β are complex numbers that specify the probability amplitudes of the corresponding states.
Thus, 2 α and 2 β denote the probabilities that the Q-bit will be found in the "0"state and "1"state respectively. Because our paper discusses flow shop scheduling problem, so α and β is in real number.
A Q-bit individual , a string of m Q-bits, is defined as follows: 
Coding and Decoding of QGBSA
In QGBSA, the quantum unit is converted to random key representation, which is the final flow shop code. The detailed process can be described as:
Firstly, let η be a random number generated between [0 . If Then, the binary representation is viewed as random key representation.
Finally, job permutation is constructed based on random key. In this paper, the selection method of our QGBSA is gambling. Since many results concerning gambling selection could be found, here, details about it are omitted.
Crossover of QGBSA
Here, two-point crossover is used, which sets two crossover points randomly, and selects the section between the points from one parent and other sections outside the points from the other parent and recombines them.
Mutation of QGBSA
One position is randomly chosen, and then the corresponding i α and i β are exchanged. To avoid premature, a catastrophe operator is used. In this paper, if a solution does not change in certain consecutive generations, and it could be regarded to be trapped in local optimal, then the local best solution is reserved while the others will be replaced by solutions generated randomly.
Rotation Operator
The rotation gate is applied on the probability amplitude of quantum states in Quantum evolution algorithm in order to maintain diversity of population, which is an important updating method of quantum evolution algorithm.
Fig. 3. Polar plot of the rotation gate for Q-bit individuals
The quantum transforming matrix accomplishes quantum mutation. The selection of quantum gate has many types: not gate, controlled Not gate, hadamard gate, rotation gate, etc.
Here we choose rotation gate as quantum mutation. The plot of polar coordinate concerning quantum rotation gate can be described in Fig 3. A rotation gate ( ) U θ is employed in quantum evolution algorithm to update a Q-bit individual as a variation operator. ( , ) i i α β of the i-th Q-bit is updated as: 
Procedure of QGBSA
Procedure of the QGBSA algorithm for stochastic flow shop scheduling with random breakdown is following:
Step 0: input initial parameters: PS (population size), Pc (crossover probability), Pm (mutation probability), Sampling Times, iterative generation (GN), let k=0;
Step 1: randomly generate an initial population
, which was converted to a binary representation, then decoded into random key representation, which is corresponding to job permutation in decimal code.
Step 2: using stochastic simulation to calculate ma of kespan ( ) Q P t , and then record the best scheduling result.
Step 3: if stopping condition (k=GN) is satisfied, then output the best scheduling result; otherwise go to step 4.
Step 4: perform quantum selection, crossover, mutation for
Step 5: if catastrophe condition is satisfied, perform catastrophe for
to generate and go to step 7; otherwise go to step 6.
Step 6: applying rotation gate
Step 7: The generation ( )
was converted to decimal codes, which denote flow shop permutation. Then use stochastic simulation to calculate makespan of
update the best scheduling solution if possible. Let k=k+1, go back to step 3. ⎥
5. EXPERIMENT Stochastic simulation is used to achieve stochastic sampling. The procedure is running on Pentium(R) 2CPU 3.06GHZ.
In QGBSA, the population size is 50, crossover probability is 0.9 and mutation probability is 0.1. If the catastrophe condition is satisfied, mutation probability is added another 0.5. Times of Iteration are 200 and stochastic time's sampling times is 20. In GA, the population size is 50, crossover probability is 0.9 and mutation probability is 0.2.
We take QGBSA to be compared with GA, using case1 as an example. First stochastic sampling technology is used to get a series solutions each time, from which, we find out those solutions with the min, average and max makespan. After ten runs on each problem instance, we get ten groups data. Then we calculate the average number of min, average and max makespan. The statistical results are shown in Table 2 , where we can see QGBSA-based on stochastic flow shop scheduling problem with random breakdown can get much better solutions than GA with relatively less iterative times. The results obtained by QGBSA are very close to the best solution of the determinate FSSP. The average performance of the QGBSA is also better than that of the GA, especially for the large-scale problems. If the convergence generation is very small, GA is easy to trap in local optimal solution, but QGBSA won't have this phenomenon. Fig. 3 is convergence curves of QGBSA and GA with different size. By comparison, the simulation solution shows clearly that the convergence rate of QGBSA is faster than the GA. Fig.4 is the best result among ten runs at 20 5 × size, in which the black rectangle denotes the breakdown. So, we conclude that QGBSA is very efficient for stochastic FSSP with random breakdown, especially for large-scale with many jobs and machines, which can obtain optimal solution with small iterative generations and population size. Table 3 is computational results for different cases of TA benchmark problem, which are achieved by QGBSA to compute. We found case 1 takes less time than case 3, case 2 takes less time than case 4, which means that the rest part of job being interrupted by breakdown need less processing time than the job to be reprocessed. Under the same working mode, breakdown happened at the life-span time needs more processing time than breakdown happened at any time. A QGBSA-based Algorithm for stochastic flow shop scheduling with random breakdown problem is proposed in this paper. We consider four different working cases of breakdown. Through simulation on Taillard benchmark problem, compared with GA, the proposed algorithm can achieve a solution of better quality and good robustness on uncertainty for stochastic flow shop scheduling problem. Experiment results show the feasibility and effectiveness of this algorithm.
